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Session Agenda

• Introduction to Caregiver-Implemented Interventions

• Setting the Stage with a Family Story 

• Describe Caregiver Instructional Framework 

• Small Group Discussion and Practice

• Considerations for Distance Training 
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Learning Objectives

• Discuss the strengths and limitations of caregiver-
implemented interventions. 

• Describe the four components of Teach, Model, Coach, 
Review instructional framework. 

• Apply the Teach-Model-Coach-Review framework when 
providing instruction and coaching to caregivers of 
individuals with communication disorders.
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Welcome, let’s get close! 

• Turn to your neighbor. 

• Introduce yourself! 

• Tell him/her/them why you are here! 

• What interests you about caregiver-implemented
interventions?

• What lessons can you share?
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Terminology: Caregivers  

• Parents 

• Guardians 

• Grandparents 

• Siblings 

• Children 

• Paid Professionals

Research in this area in the field of AAC Specifically: 
Communication Partner Interventions  
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Terminology: Intervention versus 
Implementation  

• Intervention describes strategies used to teach children a skill

• Implementation refers to the actions required to put an 
intervention into effect

• Speech-language pathologists should use effective evidence-based 
interventions with children AND effective implementation 
strategies for teaching parents to use these interventions.
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Theory of Change 
Caregiver-Implemented Interventions 

Caregiver
Implemented
AAC Intervention

Caregiver
Increases: 
• AAC strategy use
• Opportunities for

communication
• Language models (input) 
• Responsivity
• Knowledge+ Comfort

with AAC

Learner
Increases:
• Rate
• Expressive

Language
• Receptive

language
• Social

Participation
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Introduction to  
Caregiver-Implemented
Interventions 
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What is a Caregiver-Implemented 
language Intervention? 
• Intervention which involves a professional teaching 

caregivers to use specific language support strategies to 
improve language development in an individual with 
complex communication needs. 

• Focus on Caregiver-Implemented Language 
Interventions involving AAC 
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Why Train Parents? 

• Parents are children’s first language teachers.

• Functional communication is learned at home, with caregivers, in 

everyday activities

• Amount of parent talk directed to children is associated with more 

positive language development (Hart & Risley, 1995)

• Parent responsiveness and language modeling are associated with 

better language development (Kaiser et al., 2001; Yoder & Warren, 

2004)

• A recent meta-analysis found that parent-implemented language 

interventions are effective (Roberts & Kaiser, 2010).
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Why Train Parents to use AAC ? 

• Parents may not have the expertise necessary for 
navigating and implementing an AAC system (Starbleet
al., 2005)

• Parents have consistently identified their lack of 
inclusion in the selection and training of an AAC system 
as an issue in service delivery (Angelo, 2000; 
McNaughton et al., 2008; Bailey, Parrette, Stoner, 
Angell, & Carroll, 2006; Parette, Brotherson, & Huer, 
2000; Starble, Hutchins, Favro, Prelock, & Bitner, 2005)
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Why Train Parents? 
Children experience more language growth when their 
parents are trained.
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“It turned out to be more than I thought it would be –
more demanding and a little more difficult. I take some 
responsibility for not having it up and running, but I just 
expected more support from the school district.. I don’t 
mean to disparage [the teacher] at all, she’s a great 
lady, but she sort of seams hands off, kind of. She wants 
it up and running but she doesn’t really want to get 
involved in how to program it, although she’s interested 
in how to integrate it into the school day.”

- Bob, Father of student with CCN
From Bailey et al., 2006
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Why Train Caregivers? 
• Communicative interactions are dependent on the 

communication skills of each individual participating in the 
interaction.

• For individuals who use AAC, the success of their 
interactions is reliant on the skills of their communication 
partners.  

Kent-Walsh & McNaughton, 2005
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Why Train Caregivers or 
Communication Partners to use ? 

• A Recent Meta-analysis demonstrated communication partner 
interventions were highly effective across a range of participants 
using AAC, intervention approaches, and outcome measure 
characteristics (Kent-Walsh, et al. 2015)

• Language Outcomes include: 
– Pragmatic   IRD = 0.66, Moderate
– Semantic     IRD = 1.0 Large  
– Syntactic     IRD = 0.97. Large 



Parents, Siblings, Peers, Teachers, EAs, Can 
Support  AAC Use 

o Many different communication 
partners have been successfully 
taught to use AAC 
o Parents 
o Educational Assistants 
o Peers 

o Partners taught to recognize 
communication and respond 
contingently 

o Children that use AAC need help 
from their peers and families as they 
learn to communicate effectively 
using AAC (Binger et al , 2010)

(Ben- Chaabane, Alber-Morgan & DeBar, 2009; Binger, Kent-Walsh, Ewing & Taylor, 2010; Binger &
Hasham, 2010, Galvin & Donnell, 2002; Romski, et al, 2010) 
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What to teach Caregivers? 

• Skills which lead to outcomes which matter to families 

– Family-Centered Outcomes 

– Patient-Centered Outcomes 
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Setting the Stage: 
Deciding what to teach 
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Creating a Collaborative Partnership 
• Growing body of literature 

demonstrates the efficacy of 
caregiver  implemented 
interventions

• Building trusting  relationships 
with parents is essential to 
training caregivers as co-
interventionists 

• Developing intervention plans 
reflecting parent goals 
remains difficult 

• Family story as a method to 
individualize intervention

Momoffersachoicebetweenan
appleandpear
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Describing the Family Story

• Adapted from principles associated with
– Narrative of Life Stories  (Withrell & Nodding, 1991)

– Therapeutic Conversations (Freedman & Combs, 1993)
– Routines-Based Interviews  (McWilliam, 2010) 

• Storytelling as a context to understand important life events in 
learners and families life 

– Family Values
– Family Routines

• Platform for goal setting 
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Introducing the Family Story 

• Emphasize the conversation is used to learn about the individual 
who uses AAC  and their family

• Stress the caregiver is in control of sharing information 
• Inform caregivers of question focus 

– Significant events 
– Successful interactions and routines 
– Caregivers perspectives of the child/ individual 
– Meaning of child communication/ individuals communication
– Caregiver and family strengths
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Conducting a Mini-Story in Schools

• Initial Assessment 

• IEP/ IFSP Meetings

• Conferences 
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Video: Introducing the 
Family Story 
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Family Story Question Stems- CHILD 

• What were significant events 

during pregnancy? 

• What have been some significant 

life events for [CHILD�S NAME]

• Tell me about when you first began 

feeling connected to [CHILD�s 
NAME]. 

• Who do you think is [HIS/HER] 

favorite person, besides you? 

• How do you know when [CHILD�s 

NAME] likes someone?

• Tell me about [CHILD�s NAME].

• What are some things you love 

about your child?

• What are things you are doing well 

in terms of parenting right now?

• What are some challenges you face 

with [CHILD�s NAME]?

• What are some things you wish 

your child could do in terms of 

communication?

• What types of activities are 

motivating for your child to 

communicate?

• What are some ways you�ve felt 

supported to help your child in the 

past?
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Family Story Question Stems- ADULT 

• What have been some significant 

life events for [ADULT�S NAME]

• Can you tell me about a time when 

you felt very connected to 

[ADULT�S NAME]. 

• Who do you think is [HIS/HER] 

favorite person, besides you? 

• How do you know when 

[ADULTS�S NAME] likes someone?

• Tell me about [ADULT�S NAME].

• What are some things you love 

about [ ADULT’S Name ?

• What are things you are doing well 

in terms of caregiving right now?

• What are some challenges you face 

with [ADULT�S NAME]?

• What are some things you wish 

your child could do in terms of 

communication?

• What types of activities are 

motivating for [ADULT’S NAME] to 

communicate?

• What are some ways you�ve felt 

supported to help [ADULT’S NAME] 

in the past?



Skills for Facilitating a Family 
Story



Family Stories: Do’s and Don’ts

Do Don�t
Allow plenty of time Rush through it 
Make it a conversation Make it an interview
Focus on positives Focus on negatives
Ask open questions Ask closed questions
Reflect content Offer advice
Reflect feelings Avoid feelings
Summarize Add in personal stories



Skills to Facilitate a Family Story

• Encouraging Questions and 
Statements
• Reflecting Statements 
• Reframing



Encouraging Questions & Statements

• Encouraging Questions:
• Open-ended questions

• Example: instead of asking, "Has family been 
supportive?" ask, "What has been supportive?"

• Avoid asking "why" questions

• Encouraging Statements:
• Statements that convey you are attentively 

listening
• Examples: "I see", "right", "say more about 

that", a non-verbal head nod   



Reflection Statements

• Reflection of Content
– Listen and give a condensed and 

nonjudgmental version of facts that the 
caregiver has communicated

• Reflection of Feeling
– Identify the feeling and communicate the 

emotion back to the caregiver



How might you respond to this? 

“When I’d go in for a checkup the nurse 
would give me a sheet of all the things that 
she was supposed to be doing, and I finally 
said please stop giving me these because 
she’s not doing any of it and it upsets me; it 
just reminds me of what she’s not doing”



Reflection Statements

– Reflection of content: “You kept being given 
information on developmental milestones that 
she wasn’t hitting”

– Reflection of feeling: “It was frustrating to be 
given all this information and know your child 
wasn’t doing it”



How might you respond to this? 

“All these people came in, geneticists, 
counselors, social workers, case workers, 
and every person had all this paper work… 
and to be honest I didn’t read any of it”



How might you respond to this? 

“I didn’t know what I was doing anyway this 
is my Mom and she’s always been so 
independent. It is overwhelming for me to 
be in a position of making decisions for her. 
Especially when it is so hard for her to 
communicate with me.”



Reframing

• Reframing allows caregivers  to think 
about their child and their experiences in 
positive terms

• Listen for and comment on caregivers 
strengths

• Frame questions in a way that gets 
parents to talk about positives
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Video Example: 
Reframing 



Example Questions that Contain a 
Reframe

– “What are some things you enjoy doing with your child?”
– “How do you feel supported in meeting your child’s 

needs?”

– “How do you feel empowered to meet your child’s needs?” 
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Family Story Results in Family Centered 
Goals 
• Select therapy outcomes that are relevant for a family 

– Client-Centered 

– Family- Centered 

• Family preferences and skills inform your intervention 
decisions 

• First step toward building a therapeutic alliance 
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Conduct the family story to align goals 

Sing in church
choir

Talk with
grandkids on

face-time
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Pause for Questions
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Caregiver Instructional 
Framework (Teach, Model, 
Coach, Review) 
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Common Practices for Home Programs

• Having the caregiver sit in/observing a session

• Talking about it with the caregiver 

• Giving the caregiver a handout
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Small Group Activity: 

How do I provide instruction to 
caregivers? 
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Small Group Activity:

How would I like to improve my 
practice?  
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Small Group Activity

What challenges to implementing caregiver instruction do 
you encounter in your work setting ?
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Adult Learning (Dunst & Trivette, 2012) 

• Adults learn best when:
– Actively engaged with the material
– Immediate context where learning can be applied
– Have opportunities to try skills to master them
– Engage in self-assessment (reflection)
– Taught using a variety of methods/practices
– Instruction without practice is not effective

– Given an opportunity to reflect on their own 
performance
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Skills Needed for Caregiver Training 

• Knowledge of the intervention
– Skilled doing the intervention with children (adults)
– Can describe skill and rational fluently, give examples, answer 

questions
• Communication with caregivers

– Ask open ended questions and wait time
– Use understandable language
– Have generally positive, accepting and supportive affect

• Coaching and feedback skills
– Analyze caregiver implementation
– Coach to support caregiver
– Give feedback that supports caregiver efforts and teaches skill
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Adult Learning Outcomes 
Six adult learning methods that were associated with positive 
adult learning outcomes(Dunst & Trivette, 2012)

1. Introduction
2. Illustration
3. Practice
4. Evaluation
5. Reflection
6. Mastery

A positive association was found between the number of adult 
learning methods and the adult learning outcomes.
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Teach Model Coach Review: An 
Instructional Approach rooted in Adult 
Outcomes 
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Before you start….. 

• Openly discuss expectations for therapy

– Discuss caregiver priorities for child goals and their 
own goals

– Discuss the positive outcomes of parent training 
(compared to therapist alone)

– Discuss coaching and feedback
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Before you Start……

• Develop a relationship as co-interventionists

– Ask parents about their experience in each session,

– Invite parent to evaluate child’s progress

– View the parent as the expert on their child

– Make plans for sessions together
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Before you Start………. 

• Develop a baseline for the target behavior.

– Observe the caregiver in that context 

– Preferably a few shorter sessions across days. 
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Before you start…..

• Decide on caregiver goals: 

– Separate behaviors into groups 

– Order related or sequential behaviors

– Set learning criterion / mastery criterion 

– One thing at a time 
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Before you start…….
• Develop formal progress monitoring

• Three levels of fidelity monitoring:

– Your own direct implementation of the strategy

– You implementation of the TMCR strategy

– The parent/caregiver’s implementation of the 
strategy
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Case Example: Enhanced Milieu 
Teaching  
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What is EMT? 

Enhanced Milieu Teaching
• Naturalistic language intervention which teaches 

communication skills in everyday activities 
• Over 30 years of research support 

• 36-42 therapy sessions 
• Parents will receive coaching on language strategies

• Introduces AAC as an alternative mode for children with 
ASD, Down Syndrome, and other intellectual disabilities
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Intervention Description 

Language Strategies: 
• Setting the environment for communication
• Play and engage  
• Follow child’s lead in play and activity
• Respond to child communication 
• Model language in context 
• Expand child communication 
• Use timed pauses and model prompts to promote 

practice 
• Model, Prompt, & Expand Communication on 

AAC system
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Typical Session Outline: Setting the 
Stage 
• Family Updates

• General caregiver reflection and specific reflection on 
strategy use since previous session 

• If strategies were previously taught 

– View graphs from last session 
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View graphs to discuss progress
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Step 1: Teach a strategy 

Teaching can occur within your session
• Definition of the strategy
• Rationale for the strategy
• Description of when and how to use the strategy
• Example:

– Role play
– Description of an earlier example
– Video Clips

• Ask for questions
• Provide handouts as needed
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Example Workshop



Enhanced Milieu Teaching
Workshop 1: Setting the Foundation for 
Communication  
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What is Enhanced Milieu Teaching?

• An evidence-based intervention with 20 years of research.
• A naturalistic, conversation-based intervention that uses 

child interests and requests as opportunities to model and 
prompt language in during play, book, reading, and family 
routines. 

• An intervention that can be used throughout the day as 
part of your everyday interactions
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EMT Strategies: Setting the Foundation 
for Communication

1. Play and Engage 

2. Notice and Respond 

3. Balance spoken turns 
4. Mirror and Map 



You will learn how to 
better foster 
engagement and 
communication with 
your child. 
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Why ? 
• Few studies have targeted social 

communication skills in young children with 
Down syndrome 

• Our goal is to: 

–Increase the amount of spontaneous 
social communication 

–Increase the amount of time your child is 
a shared activity, building on strengths of 
social attention 

70
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Ipad
• We are using the iPad as part of the intervention

• Some kids will need it as an expressive mode when 
speech is difficult to understand

• Some kids will just use it as a tool to learn new 
language
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Video Example: 
TEACH
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Step 2: Model 

• As you model, describe the strategy
– Why you used that strategy
– When you used the strategy
– Tied to child behaviors: “When I did this, the child did 

this”
– Describe times you are not using the strategy

• Opportunities for description may be variable
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Video Example: 
MODEL
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Step 3: Coach

• Parent practices the strategy with the child and the therapist 
coaches the parent.

– Praise

• General praise: “Great job”

• Descriptive praise: Tied to what the child is doing

– Specific constructive feedback

• When to use the strategy: “Next time he points to the ball I 
want you to point to the ball and say ‘ball.’”

• How to use a strategy correctly
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Video Example: 
COACH
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Step 4: Review 

• Asks the parent how he or she feels about the session and target 
strategy

• Describes how the parent used the target strategy
• Connects parent use of the strategy with child’s communication

• Address challenging moments
• Make a plan for next time

• Questions
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Video Example: 
Review
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Pause for Questions 
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Expanding Beyond 
Enhanced Milieu
Teaching
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What methods are used for teaching 
caregivers AAC strategies ?  

Common Instructional Activities

• Descriptive overview

• Modeling

• Verbal practice

• Guided practice

• Role play

• Written materials instruction (e.g., workbook)

Kent-Walsh et al., 2015
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Think back to Adult Learing

• Adults learn best when:
– Actively engaged with the material
– Immediate context where learning can be applied
– Have opportunities to try skills to master them
– Engage in self-assessment (reflection)
– Taught using a variety of methods/practices
– Instruction without practice is not effective
– Given an opportunity to reflect on their own performance
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Is there anything we should add?

• Self reflection? 
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What AAC skills are taught to caregivers? 

• Aided AAC modeling

• Expectant delay

• Open-ended question asking

• Environmental arrangement (including physical proximity of 
partners, making eye contact, and/or access/positioning of AAC 
device)

• Provision of communication opportunities

• Generally referenced partner interaction training

• Prompting (including, verbal, gestural and/or physical prompting);

• Manding

• Contingent responding
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What AAC Skills are taught to 
caregivers? 
• Multi-component interventions

– Early Start Denver Model 

– Enhanced Milieu Teaching 

– Read Ask Answer Prompt 
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Step 1: Teach
• Definition of the strategy : Model  the AAC System 

– Press the Symbols/ Point to the the Symbol 

• Rationale for the strategy

– When we learn language we see  and  hear it being use. 

• Description of when and how to use the strategy

– All setting (safe, water table, bathtub, really messy art, swap for llow/ light tech. 

– In all classroom activities 

• Example:

– Description of an earlier example

• Peer models AAC system

– Video Clips 

– Model / Role play

– Model system 1 X Across 3 routines, in a day 
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Step 2: Model 

• As you model, describe the strategy
– Why you used that strategy
– When you used the strategy
– Tied to child behaviors: “When I did this, the child did 

this”
– Describe times you are not using the strategy

• Opportunities for description may be variable
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Step 3: Coach

• Parent practices the strategy with the child and the therapist 
coaches the parent.
– Praise

• General praise: “Great job”

• Descriptive praise: Tied to what the child is doing
– Specific constructive feedback

• When to use the strategy: “Next time he points to the ball I 
want you to point to the ball and say ‘ball.’”

• How to use a strategy correctly
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Step 4: Review 

• Asks the parent how he or she feels about the session and target 
strategy

• Describes how the parent used the target strategy
• Connects parent use of the strategy with child’s communication

• Address challenging moments
• Make a plan for next time

• Questions
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Challenging Situations 
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Benefits and Barriers
• Benefits 

– Increased generalization
of skills

– Authentic setting
– Authentic partner 
– Integrate AAC system in

daily activities

• Barriers / Drawbacks
– Less time for direct 

service from specialist
– Coaching can be difficult 
– Billing/ reimbursement
– Efficiency
– Resource intensive
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Billing 

• CPT code 92507 covers a “session” without regard to 
time

– ASHA survey reports that 45-60 minutes is typical

– Moving toward 30 minutes

– Parent education is not billable or codable in current 
CPT codes
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Benefits of Training at a Distance / 
Telepractice
• Technology enhances access 

• Coaching in the moment (at a distance)

• Reduces driving time

• More equitable service delivery 

• Completely parent-implemented
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Drawbacks of Training at a Distance/ 
Telepractice
• Limited opportunity to Model skills directly  

• Modeling, in the form of previous videos, or exemplars 
hard to build
– Time intensive 

• Communication style is more directive 
• Unable to support environmental arrangement 

• Lose some learner behaviors 
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Distance  Training Strategies 

• Emailed performance feedback

• Bug-in-Ear Coaching

• Annotated Video-performance feedback
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Next Steps: Classroom AAC Intervention  


